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Abstract

This aide m�emoire summarizes the joint e�ort of the SOI�MDI�

BiSON and VIRGO team for discovering g modes� The data sets
and their reduction are described� The di�erent technique used for

detecting g modes are described� A list of g� and p�mode frequencies
are given for � di�erent models� This aide m�emoire shall be used as
a basis for writing papers on g�mode upper limit� g�mode detection

techniques and low frequency p�mode detection�

It is super�cially unfortunate that we discovered no g modes� On the
brighter side� on which I always prefer to be� it shows that we have before us
a greater challenge which will yield � � greater satisfaction when we overcome
it��� � � �� We are all now much more prepared to continue the search�

Douglas Gough� December ����

� Foreword

In the course of the development of the Phoebus workshops� it became ob�
vious during the �nd workshop that we would need slightly more time to
detect g modes� The Boston meeting exempli�ed this fact by giving a detec�
tion time of �� years �Fr�ohlich et al�� �		
�� During the last workshop we
had � items on our paper production agenda
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� upper limit of g�mode amplitude

� low frequency p�mode detection

� g�mode detection technique

Of the three� the last item was not really discussed as it is still an ongoing
activity� The success of which would lie in the detection of of at least a pair
of g modes� The aide m�emoire shows clearly the fragile status of some of the
detection techniques�
The �rst two items in terms of writing papers are still high on our agenda�

Two papers were published at the Boston meeting on this subject� Some time
since then has been wasted due to the physical condition of the secretary of
the group� During the week on May �� �			� W�Chaplin� D�Gough and
T�Appourchaux had a discussion on the writing of such papers� We agreed
that the writing of a paper on the upper limit of g�mode amplitude would
be timely and for which most of the work has already been performed�
The other paper on low frequency p modes may need some additional

work as it is rather clear that time will improve our detection limit and that
we would also bene�t from the development of g�mode detection techniques�

� Introduction

The aide m�emoire is made of � sections� The �rst section describes the data
utilized� This section is almost completed and may require some additional
tuning to be used as such� The second section is about the g�mode detection
strategies� This section is still being worked and so are the strategies� obvi�
ously only part of it could be useful in the eventuality of writing an article
on the subject� The last section is about the p�mode amplitude and noise
levels� This section is mainly a description of the way the data are calibrated
to get the proper limit on g�mode amplitude� This would not probably go
directly into the paper� As a matter of fact� we already published a paper
for the Boston meeting without this preliminary work�
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� Data utilized

��� SOI�MDI velocity

MDI dataset is the level���� LOI velocity proxy ��
� pixels� from � May
�		� to �� June �		
 ��
� days�� Data with bad quality �ag are put to ��
They are corrected from the satellite velocity and the o�set due to tuning
of the MDI� Then they are detrended using a third order polynomial� This
is done in�between two changes of o�set separately for each piece of signal�
An �l�m� spherical harmonic mask with B � � is applied to the data the
resulting timeseries is high�pass �ltered using a box�car smooth with a ��day
width� Data are then Fourier transformed�

��� VIRGO�SPM

The SPM data are based on the level � time series from �� May �		� and ends
on �� December �		� ��

 days�� A running mean detrending of triangular
shape and base width of two days was applied before computing the Fourier
transform�

��� VIRGO�PMO�

The PMO� data are based on the level � time series from �� May �		�
and ends on �� December �		� ��

 days�� A running mean detrending of
triangular shape and base width of two days was applied before computing
the Fourier transform�

��� VIRGO�LOI

The LOI data are the level � data as reduced per VIR�SSD�GSE�L����� �Ver
���� May �		�� from the level � data� It is available from the VIRGO home
page� The LOI data are reduced in the same way as the SOI�MDI data
except that there is no need to remove the ���pixel average� The time series
starts on � May �		� to �� June �		
 ��
� days��
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��� BiSON

The BiSON time series starts on �� May �		� and ends on �� December �		�
��

 days�� Two time series were available optimized either for g�mode or
p�mode detection�

��� GONG

The GONG data time series start on � May �		� and is ��
��day long� The
time series was generated for l ���� and ��

� g�mode �nding strategies

��� Patterns techniques and collapsogrammes

All the pattern techniques assume that the g modes are splitted by rota�
tion and�or that their frequencies are derived from an asymptotic formula
�Fr�ohlich and Andersen� �		�� Fr�ohlich and Delache� �	
��� In order for these
techniques to be e�cient� it is required that the splitted modes be present�
Unfortunately� it can happen that� due to beating with the noise� the modes
do not appear� As an example� Fig� � shows that sometimes not all of the
components of a p�mode multiplet are �excited�� As a matter of fact� the
modes are always excited but since the low�frequency p modes have a low
amplitude they beat with the noise� sometimes the noise enhances the mode
or suppresses it� Figure � shows a simulation for ��� days of data of such a
beating� This very simple simulation means that the detection of a �g�mode
peak� in one time series may not be con�rmed by another independent time
series� A proper statistical analysis of many independent time series would
be needed before con�rming the detection of a g mode�
Keeping the statistical behaviour of the multiplet in mind� we have nev�

ertheless devised a new pattern technique for detecting g modes the col�
lapsogramme� Each m spectrum is shifted from the m � � spectrum by
m� �where � represents the splitting of the mode�� then each spectrum is
normalized by an estimate of the variance of the spectrum� and �nally the
�l�� spectra are added together� The advantage of this technique is that it
gets rid of the instrumental harmonics �invariant�� and produces a spectrum
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Figure � �m� �� diagram for the l � �� n � 
 as observed by SOI�MDI� The
frequency resolution is about �	nHz ���� days of data�� The power spectra
from top to bottom are for m � ��� m � � and m � ��� respectively�

with a well de�ned statistics �nearly a �� with �l � � d�o�f��� The disadvan�
tage is that the g�mode splitting varies faster with frequency than for the
p modes� the technique should be restricted to frequency band where the
splitting varies slowly� Figures � and � show collapsogrammes in the p�mode
frequency range for l � � and l � �� respectively� Lower�frequency p modes
can be detected showing the e�ciency of the technique� Results by the Phoe�
bus group using this technique on low frequency p modes can be found in
the SOHO� proceedings �Appourchaux et al� �		
��
Using the GONG data� the collapsogram proved to be useful as Rabello�

Soares and Appourchaux ��			� �A�A� in press� were able to go to lower
frequencies that is currently possible with conventional �tting techniques
�around ���� �Hz with a ��year time series�� At the time of the �nd work�
shop� we could go even lower close to ���� �Hz�
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Figure � Simulated l � �� n � 
 with a signal�to�noise ratio of ���� in
the power spectrum� The resolution is about 
� nHz� The mean statistical
probability that the mode be higher than � � is about � chances over ��
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Figure � Collapsogramme for ��� days of SOI�MDI data for l � �� Top
unshifted� bottom shifted by ��� nHz� The n � 
� l � � mode gets out
better in the shifted collapsogramme� as expected�
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Figure � Collapsogramme for ��� days of SOI�MDI data for l � �� Top
unshifted� bottom shifted by ��� nHz�






Figure � The central peak is an l � �� n � 
� The � peaks on either side
are l � �� n � 
� 	�

��� Collapsoimage

The collapsoimage is technique derived from the collapsogramme� It is very
often useful to visualize the collapsogramme obtained for each splitting� By
scanning through a range of reasonable splittings� e�g� from � to � �Hz� one
can obtain a ��D image of the collapsogramme� i�e� a collapsoimage�

��� Overlapogram

The principle of the overlapogram is similar to that of the collapsogram�
Instead only one power spectrum is used and shifted from itself� This tech�
nique is mainly used by full�disk integrating instruments having only one
power spectrum at their disposal�

��� Phase analysis

This part to be written by Wolfgang Finsterle�

	



Figure � Collapsoimage for LOI� MDI power spectra and for the LOI�MDI
cross spectrum

��� On Bayesian approach

The so�called Bayesian approach is yet to be worked out� The purpose of
this approach would be to help us detect additional p modes� and of course g
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Figure � Collapsoimage for LOI� MDI power spectra and for the LOI�MDI
cross spectrum

modes� In the framework of writing an article on the upper limit of g modes�
they may be procrastinated to the next workshop anyway�
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��� Line�crossing probability

The collapsoimage is a visual guide for seeking uniformly spaced peaks in
a power spectrum or a cross�correlation spectrum� To date it is being used
for uniform spacing �which is what rotational splitting would be were the
angular velocity of the Sun to be a function only of radius and if there is no
asphericity in the seismic structure�� but it can evidently be generalized to
any given relative separation of peaks in a multiplet spectrum� The analysis
presented below would be essentially unchanged in the generalized case� so
for simplicity I use the language for the case of uniform spacing�
For dipole modes one has three components in the collapsoimage the

modes with m � �� are equally �in magnitude� inclined �but in opposite
direction� and m � � is vertical� The collapsoimage is an excellent device
for spotting uniformly spaced triplets� because the signature is three lines
meeting at a point� What is the probability of this occurring at random�
The vertical extent �� �or splitting range� of the collapsoimage is� in the

case of our example� � �Hz � ���� nHz� Any two lines inclined in opposite
senses and with frequencies di�ering by less than ���� nHz are bound to
cross somewhere in the vertical range� Therefore� the only question to ask is
 what is the probability that a vertical line will pass within some tolerance
w of all such intersections in a collapsoimage�
Let the mean density of positively inclined lines be n per ���� nHz in�

terval� The distribution is assumed to be random� with uniform probability
density� For simplicity I assume that the mean density of negatively inclined
lines i the same �this seems to be borne out by observation�� Then the den�
sity of intersections is n�� and is also uniformly distributed� If the vertical
lines are also uniformly distributed� with density N per ���� nHz� then the
probability pcross of there being no intersection within the tolerance w in a
���� nHz interval is

pcross � e�n
�Nw��� ���

The horizontal extent of a collapsoimage is ���� nHz ��� ���� Suppose
also we accept as �reasonable� only splittings in a range ���  Takashi sug�
gests starting with �����  then the probability of at least one intersection
of � lines within the tolerance is

P� � � � e���n
�Nw��� ���
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From typical diagrams� n and N are not uniform� but the values n � N��
are not atypical� In that case

P� � �� e������w ���

For a year of observation one might set w��� �some might say ���� Then
P� � � � e��������	
� Thus� it is extremely likely that a diagram with pure
noise has at least one intersection of three lines�
In the case of a quadruple mode� with � lines� we need to calculate the

probability that� in addition� two lines with half the slope also intersect within
the tolerance� If the density of m � �� is also n per ��� the probability of
three being no intersections of the �ve lines is

Pcross � e���n
�Nw������� ���

with the same parameters as before� the probability of at least one intersec�
tion of � randomly distributed in a collapsoimage is P� � �� e����	������
The conclusion is that although the collapsoimage provides a good visual

aid for �nding mode candidates� on its own it is not a means of identifying
modes�

��	 E
ect of core rotation on g�mode splittings

Figures 
 to �� are results that were left on the homefred directory of Janine�
The �gures represent the e�ect of various core rotation ���� 
�� and ����
nHz� with a core radius ���R� �TBC�� These kind of information is useful
when we will detect g modes in various frequency bands� I would appreciate
that Janine give me slightly more information on how these splittings were
obtained�

� low�order p modes

��� Improvement in solar internal structure

A short note should be written by D�Gough on this subject�
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Figure 
 Splitting as a function of frequency for di�erent degree �plus l � ��
star l � �� diamond l � �� Core rotation is ��� nHz�

Figure 	 Splitting as a function of frequency for di�erent degree �plus l � ��
star l � �� diamond l � �� Core rotation is 
�� nHz�
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Figure �� Splitting as a function of frequency for di�erent degree �plus l � ��
star l � �� diamond l � �� Core rotation is ���� nHz�

��� How low can we go� power sliding strategies

These strategies aimed at detecting lower frequency p modes� At the time
of the �nd workshop� various ideas were blossoming� The main idea was to
use theoretical models to look for low frequency p modes� Using these aids
to detect these modes would obviously have a small impact on the �observed�
solar model�

��� Detection limit of these p modes

For computing the time needed to detect a given n mode� we need to know
the background noise� the amplitude of the mode and its linewidth� As for
the latter� the paper we published in Boston �Fr�ohlich et al� �		
� gives for
the linewidth the mean power law as follows

! � ���
�
�

�


���
���

where ! is the mode linewidth� � is the frequency in mHz and �
 is the
reference frequency� ����� mHz� Most of the modes at low frequency� say
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below ���� �Hz will not be resolved before a decade or so�
Already with the time series we have ���� years long� we cannot resolve

modes below ���� �Hz� It means that with such narrow linewidth� longer
time series are likely to help us detect low frequency p modes� We took after
Chaplin et al� ��		
� �MNRAS� �	
� L�� the amplitude dependence �i�e� the
total power under the pro�le� which is given as

Ap � ��
�
�

�A

�����
���

where Ap is the total power and �A is the reference frequency� ����� mHz�
This dependence was derived for mode frequency between ���
� mHz and
����� mHz� This will be used for extrapolating below ���
� mHz�
Below ��� mHz down to ��� mHz� the solar background in velocity varies

like

B � ���
�
�

��

�����
���

where B is in �cm�s����Hz� � is the frequency in �Hz� �� is the reference
frequency� � mHz�
Therefore the time needed Tdet �in years� for detecting low frequency p

modes with a given detection level �det � �� is given by

Tdet �
��detB

Ap
� �������	� �
�

During the last meeting� we detected modes with a signal�to�noise ratio
smaller than �� at ���� �Hz with a ��year time series �The formula above
would give ��� years"�� For detecting modes at ���� �Hz� from the formula
above we would get ��� years� Clearly we have not detected mode at this
frequency range which means that our p�mode amplitude frequency depen�
dence is not so bad after all� So this simple formula explain why it is so
di�cult to ge below the magical frequency of � mHz�

��� Occurrence of � visible modes in an l � � mode

This section was derived after the writing of Douglas� The formula have been
signi�cantly corrected but the spirit was kept� The following computation
tries to determine the probability to see only a pair of mode in an l � � mode�
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since it seems sometimes that not all modes can be visible in an �m� �� spectra
of MDI�
We assume that the statistical distribution of the power spectra is a ��

with � dof� The probability p of having a peak due to noise above a given
detection level xi for mode i is given by

p � e�xi��p� �	�

where � p � is the mean power in a frequency bin where the mode i is
located� i�e � p ��� A � � � B � where � A � is the amplitude of
the mode in the power spectra and � B � is the background noise� If we
express xi in unit of this background noise as � we can rewrite the previous
expression as a function of the signal�to�noise ratio as

p � e����S�N��� ����

This simple expression shows that when the modes are detected with a very
high S�N� the probability of detection above some level is close to �� Of
course when the S�N is low� the probability of detection is zero� These are �
very obvious deductions� � �
Then the probability of seeing a pair of peaks in an l � � spectra for

mode i is given by
Pi � �p

��� � p� ����

Then the probability of never seeing one pair for any mode is given by

Ptot �
Y
i

�� � Pi� ����

Then the probability of seeing at least one pair is given by

Ppair � ��
Y
i

�� � Pi� � � �
Y
i

��� ��� � e�xi�e��xi� ����

The signal�to�noise ratio can be deduced from the previous section as 

S	N � ����T���	 ����

where T is in years and � in mHz� Figure �� shows the probability of seeing
a pair of peaks in an l � � spectra� deduced from Eq� �� and ��� The proba�
bility of detecting at least one pair given by Eq� �� is about typically ��
� We
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Figure �� Probability of seeing a pair of peaks in an l � � spectra as a
function of mode frequency� The detection level � � �� and the observing
time is � years� The probability of seeing at least one pair in this range can
be deduced from this graph using Eq� ��� For this set of parameters it is
about ��
� other set of parameters give roughly similar values�

must point out that the location of maximum probability is right where the
double mode mentioned by Appourchaux ��		
� in the MDI data is� When
the observing time increases� the peak moves down to lower frequency as
one can expect� This is a con�rmation of D�Gough calculation that a double
mode is not indeed a rare occurrence�

��� Monte�Carlo simulations of a low S�N doublet

These simulations were undertaken in an e�ort to address the issue of whether
the reluctance of the m � �� component of the 
 � �� n � 
 mode in the
MDI spectrum to reveal itself was in any way unusual� given �i� an assumed
stochastic excitation mechanism� �ii� the length of� and S�N in� the data set�
and �iii� the probable characteristics� e�g�� line width� of the mode�
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����� The model

The model which has been applied here to generate arti�cial p�mode�like
residuals in the time domain is discussed in more detail elsewhere �Chaplin
et al�� �		�� MNRAS� �
�� ��#����
Assuming the solar p�modes to be stochastically excited� a simple and

appropriate model is a damped� harmonic oscillator� i�e��

d�

dt�
x�t� � ��

d

dt
x�t� � ���x�t� � A�t� t��� ����

In the above x�t� is the displacement of the oscillator� �� is its natural
angular frequency� � is the damping constant� and A is the amplitude of
the $white% forcing function �t � t��� which is applied to the oscillator at
time t�� We note here that the imparting of a force to the oscillator via
an in�nitesimal kick is physically unrealistic # studies of impulsive events at
the top of the convection zone appear to indicate that the forcing may be
sustained over many seconds�
The oscillator�s displacement� x�t�� and velocity� dx�t�	dt� can be derived

by taking Laplace transforms of both sides of the oscillator equation� The
solution of the equation� and its �rst derivative can then be applied in the
form of an algorithm to produce a synthetic time series of $p�mode�like%
residuals� Here� a time series in dx�t�	dt is generated for subsequent Fourier
analysis�
Given a chosen frequency ��� and damping rate �� the initial displacement

and velocity of the oscillator are chosen at the start of the �rst excitation �x�
and dx�	dt�� The oscillator is then allowed to $run% according to solutions
of the oscillator equation� Here� the simulated data were generated with a
cadence of �� s� The simulated mode was then $re�excited% at an interval of
every ���s sample� i�e�� giving texcite �� �mode�
At each re�excitation� the �nal displacement and velocity of the oscillator

during the previous excitation are used as initial input values� x� and dx�	dt�
for the next excitation� The amplitudes of each re�excitation are drawn
randomly from a normal distribution with a chosen mean value� In addition�
the sense of the $kick% provided by the forcing term� i�e�� either with or
against the current direction of motion of the oscillator along the arbitrary x
axis� is given equal probability� and is chosen by an unbiased random number
generator�
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����� Construction of the time series

Each time series constructed here consisted of the sectoral components of the

 � � mode only �i�e�� simulating a $full�disc% view�� The frequency of the
oscillator was set at ���	���Hz� The damping constant was �xed according
to the fwhm line width �� �i�e�� � � ���� expected at this frequency from a
power�law extrapolation at slightly higher n� �The selected �� was �� nHz��
I assumed a splitting of ��� nHz �i�e�� for �jmj � �� for the doublet� This is
roughly the raw� synodic value that we measure in real data� The frequency
of the oscillator used to generate each m component was therefore �xed by
adding or subtracting ��� nHz�
Each independently generated m component was given a random phase

shift before being co�added to give the �nal time series� In addition� a small
amount of normally�distributed $white% noise was added in the time domain
to give signal�to�noise ratios which were similar to those observed in the
MDI spectrum� Once generated� each composite time series # of simulated
length �� months # was Fourier analyzed to give the power spectrum� and
various $house�keeping% statistics characterizing the resultant spectrum in
the vicinity of the 
 � � multiplet were stored to �le�

����� Results

In all� ��� independent time series segments were generated� Fig� �� shows
the result of co�adding the resulting power spectra� which were generated
before the white�noise component was added in the time domain� Were more
such spectra to be co�added� the resulting summation would tend to the
Lorentzian limit expected for this model�
Fig� �� displays an example of an individual power spectrum the left�

hand plot is the spectrum generated from the pure mode� without the addi�
tion of noise in the time domain� while the right�hand plot shows the spec�
trum generated with the white�noise component added in the time domain�
In order to assess whether or not the mode would be detectable in a given

spectrum� we use the ����th probability criteria� That is over a reasonable
range # say ����Hz # what S�N is required in a peak for there to be only a
���per�cent chance of it appearing by chance �assuming a Boltzmann distri�
bution of powers in the frequency domain�� For the resolution in a ���month
spectrum� the required S�N # which we take to be the maximum height in
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Figure �� The result of co�adding ��� independent realizations of a simu�
lated 
 � � doublet at n � 
� Here� power spectra generated without the
addition of white noise in the time domain have been used�

Figure �� An example of an individual power spectrum� Left�hand plot #
spectrum generated from the pure mode� without the addition of noise in the
time domain� Right�hand plot # spectrum generated with white noise added
in the time domain�
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Figure �� The observed S�N # for the lower�frequency modal component #
for each of the ��� independent simulated spectra�

the peak� divided by the �� power level of the spectrum over the investigated
range # is � ����� Fig� �� shows the observed S�N for the lower�frequency
component of the simulated 
 � � mode in each of the ��� generated realiza�
tions�
Form the ��� simulations # admittedly a somewhat restricted population

from which to draw any de�nitive conclusions regarding probabilities # one
�nds that one or other of the sectoral components lies below the ����th
threshold about �� per cent of the time� Further� the chances of one of the
components lying above the threshold� while the other lies below it� are about
�� per cent� On only � out of the ��� simulations did both components lie
below the threshold�
So� I think one can conclude that� given the S�N in the data and the

assumed nature of the excitation� the appearance of the 
 � �� n � 
 mode
in the MDI spectrum is not that unexpected�

� p�mode amplitude and noise levels

��� Scale on the ordinate of the GOLF spectrum �
comparison with ���month BiSON spectrum

In order to facilitate proper mode�power and noise�power comparisons be�
tween frequency spectra generated by di�erent analyses of di�erent data�
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one must be sure about the scaling used on the ordinate� This brie�y sum�
marizes how the scaling was deduced for the ��year GOLF spectrum shown
in the SOHO��GONG�	
 conference proceedings� In addition� I give mean
power levels and a rough detection threshold for the ���month BiSON spec�
trum� I have also taken the opportunity to indulge myself # for the sake of
completeness # with a few general comments about scaling� This is where I
begin�

����� Mean�square �MS� and Power�Spectral�Density �PSD� scal�
ing

Here� I consider scalings where power in the time domain appears only in the
real�frequency side of the FFT # this is often referred to as a $single�sided%
transform� The mean�square �MS� scaling is nicely illustrated by considering
the power spectrum one expects from a normally distributed noise source in
the time domain� Let the sample standard deviation of the $white% noise
source be �� Its magnitude is determined by the distribution of noise�source
velocities vi for N points in the time series

�� �
NX
i�

�vi � &v�
�	�N � ���

If the time series of white noise possesses a zero mean level� then for
N �� �� the right�hand side of the above is simply the sum of the powers
Pi in each real bin of the frequency domain of the Fourier transform of the
data� Therefore� the average power per bin in the frequency domain # due
to the Gaussian noise source # is given by

N��X
i�

Pi	�N	�� � ��	�N	���

�Note the factor N	�� i�e�� all power appears in the real side of the transform��
So

� The mean power per bin is PMS � ��	�N	�� # this I refer to as a
Mean�Square �MS� scaling�
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� Let t be the sampling cadence of the data� such that the total length
of the time series is T � Nt� Each bin in the frequency domain will
have width �	Nt� Therefore� the mean power per Hz will be given by

PPSD �
��	�N	��

�	Nt
� ��� � t�

This is what I refer to as Power�Spectral�Density �PSD� scaling�

If the time series consists of several breaks in the data stream� such that
the fractional duty cycle is F � then the above expressions must be modi�ed
to correct for the missing power� They will now be

PMS � ��
�	�N	���	F �

and
PPSD � � � �

� � t	F �

Now consider a sine wave # with zero�to�peak amplitude A # forced through
a time series� If F � �� the MS scaling will recover a height hMS � A�	��

����� Equivalent�Sine�Wave �ESW� Scaling

Consider a periodic signal forced through a time series with diurnal breaks�
Let the height of the peak in the power spectrum # given a Mean�Square �MS�
scaling # again be hMS� Now� since power will be re�distributed into the �rst
diurnal sidelobes and their higher harmonics� this will actually underestimate
the true power in the signal� If A is the signal�s true� zero�to�peak amplitude�
then the true $mean�square% power we would expect is A�	�� The degree to
which hMS underestimates this will depend upon the �ll� i�e��

hMS � F �A�	��

So� in order to get a proper estimate of the $true% power in the signal #
an Equivalent�Sine�Wave �ESW� scaling # we must correct for the �ll twice
�i�e�� once more than for the MS and PSD scaling�� We can use either a
zero�to�peak or mean�square ESW scaling� The mean�square ESW scaling is
de�ned according to

��



Pms
ESW � PMS	F � A�	��

while the zero�to�peak ESW scaling is de�ned by

P pp
ESW � �PMS	F � A��

Clearly� for F � �� Pms
ESW � PMS�

����� Scaling in the GOLF spectrum

Here� we refer to the low�frequency analysis of a ��year GOLF power spec�
trum presented in the proceedings of the SOHO��GONG �	
 Workshop
�Gabriel et al�� pp� ��#���� There is su�cient information given to allow
one to deduce that a MS scaling has been employed on the ordinate of the
spectrum shown in Fig� � of the paper�
Here� seven sine waves of slightly di�erent frequency� but the same zero�

to�peak amplitude of A � ��
 cm s��� have been injected into the GOLF
time series� The resulting signals have peak powers in the range � ���� to
� �
��m� s��Hz��� Given the frequency resolution appropriate to a two�
year spectrum� these correspond to powers of � ���� and � ���� cm� s�� per
bin� For these levels to be consistent with the statement

���All � 'peaks( can be clearly seen in the spectrum� but with a
dispersion of velocities� between ��� and ��� cm s�����

the spectrum must be scaled to give A�	�� i�e�� it is MS scaled� �A MS
power level of � ����m� s�� gives A � ���mms��� while � ����m� s�� gives
A � ���mms����
A crude estimate of the �� power level in the GOLF spectrum # for the

presented range of ��� to ����Hz # is about � ���m� s��Hz��� This gives
a ��� threshold for A of � �mms���

����	 Power levels in the ���month BiSON spectrum

In addition to the ���s cadence BiSON time series placed on the OSLO
account� I have also generated a ���month� ���s�cadence time series that is
optimized for the low�frequency range �i�e�� for ��� to �����Hz��

��



A fair question to ask here would be what do you mean by $optimized
for ��� to �����Hz%� In a time series constructed from data collected at
several sites� the spectral noise performance characteristics of the collected
data will di�er� both between sites and with time� e�g�� due to variations
in instrumental performance� If there is a noticeable frequency dependence�
then the data collected from certain network sites may be better suited to�
say� the study of low�frequency phenomena� than those collected at others�
This clearly prompts the question in order to generate the highest�quality

power spectrum over a certain frequency range� which data should be used
and which rejected when constructing the corresponding time series� Clearly�
this demands data selection criteria that take into account the targeted fre�
quency range of a particular study� and the corresponding quality of the
observations made at each site over this range� The need to maximize the
duty cycle of the network implies that data should be used� where available�
from a given station� However� there is a trade�o� between �i� the intro�
duction of these data to the �nal data set� and �ii� the possibility that # if
they are of poor quality # their use may drive up the noise power level of
the combined network set to such an extent that this negates the apparent
advantage of using the data in the �rst place� I have used a formalism that
encapsulates the above in a quantitative manner to make �hopefully"� sensi�
ble choices about which data to keep in order to build the best time series
from the available data�
Here� I ask �i� what is the mean power level near ����Hz in the ���month

BiSON spectrum� where one of the tentative GOLF detections lies� and �ii�
would the ��
�centimetre�per�second sine waves injected into the GOLF time
series be detectable in the BiSON spectrum� were the same procedure to be
followed�
The �� level between ��
 and ����Hz in the BiSON spectrum is �

���� cm� s�� per bin �MS scaling�� Now� if we inject a sine wave with am�
plitude A� we expect # for a commensurate signal # to recover FA�	� �see
Section ������� To get the optimum trade o� �see above� for this frequency
range� I chose to neglect a not�insubstantial fraction of available data # this
left a duty cycle for the ���month BiSON time series of about �� per cent�
So� we would expect our commensurate sine wave to give a peak with height
� ���	 cm� s�� per bin in our MS�scaled spectrum� This corresponds to a
S�N of about � ��
To reach the ��� level would require a signal of amplitudeA � ��mms���

��



So� we conclude that� very roughly� an upper limit to the detection threshold
from this ���month BiSON spectrum is about � ��mms��� Were the duty
cycle of the time series to have been ��� per cent # with data of similar
quality # this would have been reduced to about � 
mms���

��� Scale in the MDI spectrum

The scaling of the MDI data seemed to have been correctly done as we can
judge from the Fr�olich et al paper published in Boston� ThierryA performed
the scaling using the amplitude A as the output� The scaling performed by
ThierryT is yet to be known�

��� Noise level in GOLF

According to paper by Henney et al ��			� �submitted to A�A� � it seems
that the level computed in the previous agrees with the computation of
GOLF� i�e� about about � ���m� s��Hz�� in the range ��� to ����Hz�

��� Reduction of noise in the MDI data

P�Scherrer invented new techniques for reducing the noise in the spectra�
One technique is to follow the solar rotation thereby reducing the e�ect of
granules coming in and coming out of the �eld� The other technique is to
use only the central part of the disk where the super� and meso�granulation
noises are smaller than at the limb� The latter technique was tried but did
not give any result due to the lack of time� we will try again�
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